In 1859, for his only figure in the Origin of Species, Darwin famously sketched a hypothetical phylogenetic tree. Almost 50 years later, Perkins [1] proposed the first phylogenetic relationships for a group of birds [2] , the Hawaiian honeycreepers ( Figure 1 ). More than 100 years later, as reported recently in Current Biology [3] , we finally have a fully resolved tree for this group (that is, apart from the two-thirds or more of those species that have gone extinct since human arrival, including some since Perkins' time.) It has been well worth the wait.
The Hawaiian honeycreepers are special, for they are the most spectacular radiation of birds in an archipelago. The radiation produced a great diversity of ecological types, including seed eaters, fruit eaters, bark-pickers, nectarivores and snail specialists. Fossils suggest the presence of flycatcher finches too. Lerner et al. [3] assessed the phylogenetic relationships among the 17 extant species of Hawaiian honeycreepers, plus an additional species of honeycreeper (the Po'ouli), which was discovered in 1973, but has not been seen since 2004. As pioneered in an earlier paper [4] , the authors were able to date the radiation of the group by relating genetic distances of two pairs of species and one pair of subspecies to the timing of appearance of three islands, and then extrapolating estimated times to other divergences.
It appears that, about six million years ago, a progenitor finch flock arrived in Hawaii from Asia. At that time, the Hawaiian archipelago looked very different from its present configuration [5] . Kauai was forming and no islands lay further to the southeast. A few islands were present to the west of Kauai, but they had become small and low-lying. Thus, Kauai seems to have been the starting point for endemic radiations in several groups of plants and animals [5] . In the case of the extant honeycreepers, it took the rise of Oahu, about four million years ago, to drive most of the radiation. This may be because the production of multiple species requires not only a diversity of habitats (ecological niches) but also long persistence of populations in geographical isolation, as would be provided by the presence of two islands.
The Making of the Tree Estimating phylogenetic relationships is particularly difficult when species diverge close together in time. The difficulties are twofold [6] . The first is that a tree connecting the sequences of a gene is not the same as the species tree. Without hybridization, the gene tree separating a pair of species must be older than the species themselves ( Figure 2 ). One consequence is that the gene and species trees can mismatch in branching order as well as time ( Figure 2 ). Naively, one might think this is unlikely, but the 'time to a common ancestor' (or 'coalescent time') for an autosomal gene from a pair of sequences in a randomly mating population can be very long and the variance very large, depending on the population size. The average time is 2N generations, but 5% of the time the coalescent is shorter than wN/10 and 5% of the time the coalescent is longer than w6N [7] . (N is the effective population size, which is the same as the actual population size if contributions to the next generation from each individual are Poisson distributed, but smaller if some individuals disproportionately contribute to the gene pool.) Variances and means get further inflated by population structure, which will be present in most species, and implies nonrandom mating.
The second difficulty with estimating a phylogeny comes from working out what the gene tree actually is. Clearly, if no mutations at all occur in the gene tree, every sequence would be the same and one would never be able to estimate the tree. Even quite a few substitutions along different branches can give an erroneous picture because of the stochastic nature of the mutation process. On the other hand, when times are long and the mutation rate high, patterns get obscured through back-substitutions along the same lineage and parallel substitutions on different ones.
Lerner et al. [3] addressed these issues by assembling a large DNA dataset. First, they sequenced the entire mitochondrial DNA from each species, thereby obtaining a highly resolved gene tree for this molecule. Second, they sequenced 13 nuclear regions. These regions have the potential to recombine with each other and are thus considered to be independently inherited. In theory, the amalgamation of the nuclear and mitochondrial gene trees provides a better estimate of species relationships than a single gene tree [6] . In their data, however, the species tree generated by combining the estimated gene trees contains many unresolved nodes. Because the nuclear mutation rate is much lower than the mitochondrial mutation rate -Lerner et al. [3] used a novel analysis to show, for example, that the nuclear gene Rag1 substitution rate is 1/40 that of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene -and also because nuclear sequences are shorter, each nuclear gene tree is estimated with much greater uncertainty than that of the mitochondrial gene tree.
What is the lesson to be drawn here? Perhaps the mitochondrial tree could be given substantially greater weight as an indicator of the species tree, at least over the timescales of this study. The effective population size as it affects autosomal nuclear genes is considered to be four-times larger than that of the mitochondria (because both the male and female carry two copies of each nuclear gene), making both the mean and variance in coalescent times for nuclear genes correspondingly larger. In fact, when computed across generations, a typical nuclear gene's effective population size may be more than four-times that of the mitochondrial genome. The mitochondrial genome is a completely linked 17,000 base pair stretch of DNA and selection at any one site on the DNA affects every other site. Selection will generally increase the variance among females in their contributions to future generations, reducing the effective population size [8] . For example, a new mutation that sweeps to fixation takes the whole mitochondrial genome with it, and the mitochondrial population size passes through a bottleneck of one.
Potentially much shorter coalescent times of the mitochondrial genome than nuclear genes make it more likely to be a true representative of the species tree than any single nuclear tree, and its much greater resolution among recently diverged species removes an additional source of error. Further, in birds, mitochondrial DNA may be much less likely to cross the species boundary following hybridization events, because hybrid females have much lower fecundity than hybrid males [9] . With all these caveats, it seems possible that mitochondrial DNA alone (and perhaps not even the entire mitochondrial DNA sequence) will be as reliable an indicator of the species tree as a complete nuclear gene complement (perhaps w16,000 genes for a passerine bird, www.ensembl.org) in resolving recent phylogenetic splits. That is an empirical question that remains to be addressed. For now, though, perhaps we don't need a resolved phylogeny. Many remarkable findings emerge from this study, and they are robust to acknowledged uncertainties in phylogenetic reconstruction.
Creeping along the Tree Perkins was a great naturalist and sketched his tree based on years of observation and study [2] . He grouped species together by ecology, and generally the new tree is in rough agreement with his tree, although he made no inferences about timings. But one thing Perkins could not have anticipated. This is that species of 'creepers', the most warbler-like of all the species, are present at two disparate places in the tree, separated by approximately six million years. Morphologically, the species of creeper are very similar. A plausible sequence that fits the phylogenetic reconstructions is that one lineage of creepers (on Kauai and later Oahu and Maui) persisted without additional branching, whereas another lineage repeatedly led to other forms, including the Hawaiian creeper.
The production of ecologically different coexisting species is apparently difficult in archipelagoes, at least for birds, where different niches tend to get filled by immigration from outside. Indeed, apart from three smaller radiations in the West Indies, 
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D r e p a n is ( M a m o ) only one other bird radiation is known to have led to more than two coexisting sympatric species in an archipelago. That radiation is, of course, the Darwin's finches in the Galá pagos [10] . These finches are younger than the Hawaiian honeycreepers: they have produced about one-third the number of species in about a third the length of time [9] [10] [11] . Some are extremely young [9] , and hybridize at a much greater rate than has been inferred for the honeycreepers [11] . What is quite remarkable is that the Darwin's finches also evolved a warbler-like form early in their history [12, 13] , and this so-called warbler finch has persisted across islands for the past two million years, again with little net morphological change. Thus phylogenetic analyses of both the Hawaiian honeycreepers and Darwin's finches suggest that the modern finch-like forms (the seedeaters) evolved and diversified only late in the history of each group. Yet in both groups, the nearest continental relative was a finch. Although other scenarios are possible (notably a finch form repeatedly giving rise to a warbler form), a parsimonious reconstruction for both archipelagoes is that a finch arrived, evolved into a warbler and then back into a finch. Once would be a surprise, twice is surely more than coincidence. Perhaps both archipelagoes were primarily tropical rainforest at the time of colonization, favouring insectivores over seed-eaters, which would be consistent with the form of the sole Darwin's finch presently found on the rain-forested Cocos island [10] . Subsequently, as changing ecological conditions favoured a seed-eater, finch ancestry made the warbler finches (in the Galá pagos) and creepers (in Hawaii) the prime candidates to found the granivorous radiation.
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Ancestral immigrant species
Heterorhynchus
The mystery of the finch goes further. Why was it a finch-billed form that founded both radiations? Other species have arrived in Hawaii and Galá pagos without radiating to nearly the same extent [10, 14] . Further, some of the youngest continental radiations (crossbills, South American carduelines) have also come from finch-like ancestors [9] , as have some mini-radiations on small archipelagoes, such as the two finch species on Tristan da Cunha [15] . One likely factor is that finches are prone to diverge through various ecological mechanisms, such as selection to efficiently utilize seeds of different sizes [10, 15, 16] . Another may lie in their social behavior, and in particular a tendency to form eruptive flocks and thereby colonize new areas. This is the explanation suggested by Lerner et al. [3] as to why a finch should have got to the archipelago in the first place, but may also apply to further diversification once there.
Postscript
About four million years ago, two or more creepers flew from Kauai on to the emergent Oahu and the population they founded has apparently been there ever since [3, 4] . The population provides a striking example of the current rethink of the famous MacArthur and Wilson theory of island biogeography [17] , which postulates species numbers on islands are the result of ongoing turnover (colonization and extinction) in a dynamic equilibrium. Instead, it appears that many populations get to an island when it becomes hospitable and then ride it until it disappears under the sea, or at least is leveled by erosion [18] . Great ages of island populations in archipelagoes are not unusual [18, 19] . Such long times to extinction put into perspective the loss of at least 36 species of honeycreepers in the 1000 years or so since humans first arrived in Hawaii. 
